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CCP Austria goes live with CC&G’s hosted
clearing solution
-

CC&G is providing CCP Austria with a hosted service for Clearing and
Risk Management

-

The agreement demonstrates CC&G increased international reach and
its ability to provide innovative services to other CCPs

Cassa di Compensazione e Garanzia (CC&G), a leading provider of post trade services, and
part of London Stock Exchange Group, today announces the go live of its hosted clearing
service which has been deployed at CCP Austria (CCP.A).
CC&G is providing CCP.A with comprehensive EMIR and MIFID II compliant hosted clearing
solutions including the delivery of a white-labelled CCP Clearing and Risk Management
service, business continuity solutions and user interface solutions.
The launch extends CC&G’s international reach, which involves providing innovative
services to other CCPs, leveraging CC&G’s existing multi asset class clearing expertise and
established IT resiliency.
The new hosted service from CC&G will allow CCP.A to build on its core commercial
activities while using CC&G’s trusted and reliable clearing and risk management solutions.
Marco Polito, CEO and General Manager, CC&G: “We are delighted to announce this
strategic milestone with CCP Austria. This initiative highlights the role of CC&G as a risk
management service provider as well as a trusted CCP. We look forward to continuing our
close collaboration with CCP.A.”
Wolfgang Aubrunner, Managing Director of CCP Austria: “The extended cooperation
with CC&G as a service provider enables CCP Austria to use synergies to efficiently cover
future developments and the numerous regulatory requirements.”
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Notes to editors:
London Stock Exchange Group
London Stock Exchange Group (LSEG) is a global financial markets infrastructure business. Its diversified global
business provides valuable services for a wide range of customers focusing on Information Services, Post Trade
and Capital Markets. The Group supports global financial stability and sustainable economic growth by enabling
businesses and economies to fund innovation, manage risk and create jobs. The Group can trace its history back
to 1698.
In Capital Markets, the Group operates a broad range of international equity, ETF, bond and derivatives markets,
including London Stock Exchange; Borsa Italiana; MTS (a European fixed income market); and Turquoise (a panEuropean equities MTF). Through its platforms, LSEG offers market participants, unrivalled access to Europe’s
capital markets.
In Information Services, through FTSE Russell, the Group is a global leader in financial indexing, benchmarking
and analytic services with c.$16 trillion in benchmarked assets. The Group also provides customers with an
extensive range of data services, research and analytics through The Yield Book, Beyond Ratings, SEDOL and
RNS.
Post trade and risk management services are a significant part of the Group’s business operations. In addition to
majority ownership of LCH, a multi-asset global CCP operator, LSEG owns CC&G, the Italian clearing house;
Monte Titoli, a leading European custody and settlement business; and UnaVista, our trade reporting business
LSEG Technology delivers robust, scalable, high-performance technology including broker, exchange, market
data, risk and collateral management, surveillance, clearing and settlement products to customers around the
world. LSEG Technology’s solutions are used by financial market infrastructure and financial services firms,
including the Group’s own markets.
LSEG operates an open access model, offering choice and partnership to customers across all of its businesses.
Headquartered in the United Kingdom, with significant operations in North America, Italy, France and Sri Lanka,
the Group employs approximately 5,000 people.
Further information on London Stock Exchange Group can be found at www.lseg.com. The Group’s ticker symbol
is LSE.L
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